The purpose of the present paper is to investigate a c.f. lfj(u) of class L+. The connections of if(u) with certain stochastic processes are also given.
In the first part of section 2 we explore the relationships of ip(u) with the members of class U. is also 3elf-decomposable, Van Thu [4] . In (i) of Theorem 1 we establish that l)J(u) can be double self-decomposable with respect aquation (1.4) . In section 3 we use (ii) of the above theorem to give an interesting stochastic derivation of ifiu)." of the random variable Y^+Yg. c: An initegral of the risk theory . We assume.that the homogeneous process X(t) has independent increments. Furthermore we assume that X(t) is continuous in probability ©O-and has left limits. The integral z = / dX(t), where 0 
The results

